Tennis Match Results
Bates College vs Wesleyan University
Apr 20, 2016 at Middletown, Conn.
(John Wood Memorial Courts)

#11 Wesleyan University 6, #24 Bates College 3

**Singles competition**
1. Steven Chen (WESMT) def. Ben Rosen (BATM) 6-2, 6-3
2. Michael Liu (WESMT) def. Chris Ellis (BATM) 6-1, 6-1
3. Fergus Scott (BATM) def. Tiago Eusebio (WESMT) 6-2, 6-1
4. Joachim Samson (WESMT) def. Pat Ordway (BATM) 6-0, 6-0
5. Cameron Daniels (WESMT) def. Josh Quijano (BATM) 6-4, 6-2
6. Jake Roberts (WESMT) def. Brent Feldman (BATM) 7-5, 6-7, 10-5

**Doubles competition**
1. Ben Rosen/Chris Ellis (BATM) def. Zach Brint/Greg Lyon (WESMT) 8-2
2. Michael Liu/Steven Chen (WESMT) def. Pat Ordway/Fergus Scott (BATM) 8-5
3. Josh Leiner/Josh Quijano (BATM) def. Joachim Samson/Sam Rudovsky (WESMT) 8-6

Match Notes:
Bates College 6-7, 2-3 NESCAC; National ranking #24
Wesleyan University 9-5, 5-3 NESCAC; National ranking #11